New homotopy approach to the analysis of nonlinear higher-spin equations is developed. It is shown to directly reproduce the previously obtained local vertices. Simplest cubic (quartic in Lagrangian nomenclature) higher-spin interaction vertices in four dimensional theory are examined from locality perspective by the new approach and shown to be local. The results are obtained in a background independent fashion.
Introduction
The full nonlinear theory of interacting higher-spin (HS) gauge fields is currently known at the level of equations of motion [1] . At the action level only some lower-order results are available (see e.g., [2] - [13] ). At cubic level, however, the coupling constants are not fixed by the Noether procedure pretty much as the Yang-Mills coupling constants are only get fixed by Jacoby identities at the quartic order. Nevertheless in [4] the coupling constants were fixed for the 4d vertices with spins s 1 , s 2 , s 3 obeying the triangle inequality while in [5] these results were extended to any spins. Extension to any space-time dimension was obtained in [12] via holographic computation. While lacking conventional action principle 1 prevents one from treating the HS theory at the full fledged quantum level, the Klebanov-Polyakov HS AdS/CF T conjecture [15] (see also [16] - [18] ) points out to its quantum consistency. The first nontrivial evidence of HS holographic duality at tree level for certain three-point correlation functions was presented by Giombi and Yin in [19, 20] . At quantum level a remarkable cancellation of one loop determinant divergencies was found in [21, 22] . It followed that the spectrum of HS fields itself essentially fine tunes this cancellation.
A web of HS dualities relates in particular the simplest free O(N) model to a highly nontrivial 4d bulk HS theory. For this particular case all boundary correlation functions in a singlet sector are explicitly known [19, 23, 24] and the HS bulk action can be reconstructed order by order using the boundary data. This program has been initiated in [12] . The resulting local HS cubic action was shown to be consistent with the HS algebra structure constants [25] . How this method should be applied at higher orders is not quite clear since already at quartic order the HS action is expected to be non-local [26] while a part of holographic reconstruction routine is a systematic discarding of boundary terms which operation requires precise definition of the non-local class of functions. Roughly speaking, the bulk terms can be represented as boundary ones and vice versa whenever one is free to use non-local operators of a kind 1 ∂ . This makes the problem of locality in HS theory of great importance.
One of the approaches on the way to understand (non-)locality in HS theory is based on the analysis of holographic Mellin amplitudes along the lines of [27] , [26] , [28] . Despite some difficulties in defining Mellin amplitudes for the free theory correlators an encouraging result was obtained recently in [29] that seemingly singles out a specific form of divergencies in quartic scalar interactions.
In this paper we reconsider the problem within the bulk HS gauge theory with no reference to holography. Specifically, by examining 4d HS equations perturbatively we find restrictions imposed by locality on some simplest HS vertices. Namely, we reconstruct interaction vertices which look schematically d x ω = −ω * ω + Υ(ω, ω, C) + Υ(ω, ω, C, C) + . . . , from HS equations of [1] , where ω(Y ; K|x) and C(Y ; K|x) are HS fields that apart from their dependence on space-time coordinates x depend also on auxiliary spinor variables Y and Klein operators K. In doing so one faces cohomological freedom of representatives in the spinor space which may affect the form of Υ-vertices and their (non-)local behavior. Ideally, one would like to have a perturbative expansion procedure allowing to discard this cohomological freedom yet having the resulting Υ-vertices within the proper locality class. Constructing such perturbation theory is not trivial. Particularly, one of most natural choices based on the conventional homotopy (see e.g., [30] ) leads to non-local obstructions starting from the second order [19] (see also [31] ). At this order it was shown in [32, 33] that up to local freedom there exists a unique field redefinition that respects the holomorphic factorization of the equations and results in local cubic vertices on AdS background. That these vertices do agree with HS AdS/CF T expectation was then confirmed in [34] - [36] .
To extend the results of [32, 33] to higher perturbation orders it is necessary to elaborate a systematic perturbative approach based on the homotopy techniques different from the conventional one. In [37] it was suggested that the proper approach is based on the certain shifted homotopy allowing to decrease the level of nonlocality as a consequence of Pfaffian Locality Theorem (PLT) proven in that reference. In this paper we further elaborate properties of shifted homotopy operators applying them to the computation of perturbative corrections and, in particular, reproducing this way the previously obtained results of [32] .
The shifted homotopy technique is modified in two respects. First, the shifted homotopy operators involve the shifts of arguments of the dynamical HS fields. The number of such free parameters grows with the order of perturbative expansion. Second, we no longer use the AdS space as vacuum solution. The new technique allows us to make the computation for general HS potentials ω while reconstructing the C-dependence order by order. From this point of view vertex Υ(ω, ω, C) is the simplest cubic vertex that shows up. We confine ourselves to Υ(ω, ω, C) and Υ(ω, C, C) and show how the free homotopy parameters allow us to arrive at their local form. Let us stress that the proposed approach is free from any kind of divergencies and regularizations and needs no field redefinitions: the freedom in the choice of field variables is encoded in a few free homotopy parameters.
We would also like to point out that the locality notion considered in our paper might differ from the conventional space-time locality. What we take as (non-)local is attributed to spinor space rather than space-time, i.e., to derivatives in auxiliary spinor rather than space-time variables. The two are related via the unfolding routine that generally assumes non-linear and infinite derivative one-to-one map. Therefore we are dealing with spin locality rather than the space-time one (see also discussion in [37] ). At the level considered in our paper both notions are equivalent. Our main findings are the following.
• One of the main results of the paper is the development of the useful properties of shifted homotopies of [37] . Remarkable feature of these homotopies is that they manifest a striking interplay with HS star product relying on the specific form of the latter. No relations of this kind exist in the conventional case being simply outside the box.
• While Υ(ω, ω, C) vertex is manifestly local in any perturbative scheme we show that the homotopy parameters can be chosen in such a way that it exhibits spin ultra-local form. Namely, it reveals no dependence on (anti)holomorphic auxiliary spinor variables in the C field at all. This property is a natural generalization of the central on-mass-shell theorem [38, 30] obtained for AdS background. The conventional homotopy belongs to this class.
• Using the result of [37] which says that the conventional homotopy is not respected by PLT in the zero-form sector of HS equations we extract vertex Υ(ω, C, C) using shifted homotopies. We show that those (and only those) homotopy parameters that are prescribed by the PLT of [37] generate local Υ(ω, C, C) generalizing that of [32] obtained for AdS background.
• Finally, we show that though the admissible homotopies result in equivalent local HS vertices up to some local field redefinitions there is a one-parameter family of generalized homotopies that reproduces identically equivalent vertices Υ(ω, C, C) and Υ(ω, ω, C).
Higher order vertices will be considered elsewhere. It will be interesting to see if the vertex Υ(ω, ω, C, C) shares spin ultra-local properties in the (anti)holomorphic sector or not. The result of [33] showing that (anti)holomorphic sector vanishes on AdS background points out that possibility.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we sketch the locality problem and recall the HS equations as well as their perturbative treatment. In section 3 we construct the generalized homotopies and explore their properties. In section 4 we further develop the perturbation theory based on the shifted homotopies allowing us to compute HS vertices. Then in section 4.2 we briefly review PLT that constrains HS vertices to their local form. In section 4.3 HS vertex Υ(ω, C, C) is explicitly calculated. In section 5 we discuss homotopy shifts that produce local effects at given order and in 5.3 it is demonstrated that such shifts may result in local field redefinitions. We conclude in section 6.
Higher-spin equations and locality
Let us briefly recall the structure of HS equations. For more detail we refer the reader to [30] . Within the frame-like approach, HS dynamics is governed by one-form ω(y,ȳ; K|x) and zero-form C(y,ȳ; K|x) generated by all possible polynomials of sp(4) spinors Y A = (y α ,ȳα), α,α = 1, 2. HS algebra is conveniently generated with the use of star product
where ǫ αβ and ǫαβ are two invariant sp(2) forms. Fields ω and C belong to different representations of HS algebra distinguished by the extra dependence on the Klein operators K = (k,k). Particularly, a spin s-field is encoded by fields ω s and C s where ω s spans a finite dimensional module of HS algebra as opposed to C s being an infinite dimensional one. In other words, a given spin s-field is stored in polynomial ω and unbounded C. Components of C(y,ȳ; K|x) are designed to contain HS Weyl tensors along with all their on-shell nontrivial space-time derivatives.
The precise field dependence on K will be specified later on and for now a schematic form of dynamical equations is given by (1.1), (1.2). Their r.h.s. s say that HS interactions are driven by HS algebra (first terms in (1.1) and (1.2)) and its deformation which leads to HS vertices Υ(ω, C . . . C) for the zero-form sector and Υ(ω, ω, C . . . C) for one-forms. The form of these vertices can in principle be determined from integrability requirement d 2 x = 0 up to field redefinition. In practice however this kind of analysis gets increasingly complicated as the order of C grows [38, 39] .
Whatever these vertices are they stem from HS symmetry represented by the star product. This is a source of possible non-localities. Indeed, star product (2.2) is a non-local operation in that it mixes any number of derivatives of two functions. Still, vertices containing star product can be local. As an example take the vertex ω * ω. Recall, that for a given spin s the corresponding ω s is a (degree 2(s − 1) [30] ) polynomial in Y 's. Product ω s 1 * ω s 2 is also a polynomial and therefore is local. Another cubic vertex entering (1.2) is [ω, C] * which is local by similar argument. Despite C s (y,ȳ|x) is not a polynomial, product C s 1 * ω s 2 contain only finite amount of derivatives as follows from (2.2). Analogous reasoning brings one to a conclusion that the simplest cubic vertex Υ(ω, ω, C) is local as well. These exhaust the list of manifestly local vertices. Those containing more than one C are potentially non-local raising a question of admissible class of functions that HS vertices should belong to. At this stage two different potential situations are not excluded. Either all Υ-vertices are spin local for a given set of spins entering the vertex or some include infinite number of derivatives. To understand the structure of HS vertices we need to proceed to generating HS equations that eventually lead to (1.1), (1.2).
Generating equations
Dynamical HS equations (1.1), (1.2) are reproduced order by order from the following HS generating system [1] 
Here W (Z, Y ; K|x) is a one-form that eventually encodes HS one-form ω(Y ; K|x) in (1.1), (1.2). Apart from its dependence on generating variables Y A , W also depends on new auxiliary variables Z A = (z α ,zα). Together with Y 's these enhance spinor space along with its star product
For Z-independent functions (2.8) reduces to (2.2). The following commutation relations can be easily derived using (2.8)
The fields W , S and B depend on a pair of Klein operators K = (k,k) that obey
Similarly fork. In other words (k)k anticommutes with (anti)holomorphic variables. Property k 2 =k 2 = 1 implies that field dependence on Klein operators is at most bilinear, e.g.,
Such dependence splits HS spectrum into propagating sector and topological one [30] . The physical sector is singled out by
B(Z, Y ; K|x) is a zero-form responsible for dynamics of C-field (1.1), (1.2). B depends on Klein operators k andk, such that its propagating part enjoys
Another master field entering system (2.3)-(2.7) is S(Z, Y ; K|x). This field is purely auxiliary being expressed via C on-shell. As opposed to W , S is a one-form in additional direction spanned by anti-commuting differentials θ A = (θ α ,θα) being a space-time zero-form
The commutation rules for Klein operators are in accord with prescription (2.10)
Lastly, in the propagating sector of the theory, the dependence of S on Klein operators is similar to (2.11)
Equation (2.6) contains the central elements
that commute with any element f (Z, Y ; K; θ; dx). This can be checked by noting using (2.8) 17) similarly for e izαȳα and that θ 3 =θ 3 = 0 due to two-component indices. Finally, η andη are the only free phase parameters (ηη = 1) of equations (2.3)-(2.7). Generally they break parity of HS interaction unless η = 1 or η = i in which cases the theory is called A-and B-models correspondingly [18] .
Perturbative expansion: homotopy trick and field redefinitions
To understand the way system (2.3)-(2.7) reproduces (1.1), (1.2) one starts with perturbative expansion. The proper vacuum for HS theory is given by 
and therefore B 1 is Z-independent
This is the zero-form C that appears in (1.1), (1.2). Let us stress that it can be identified with the d Z cohomological part of B. S 1 should be expressed in terms of C. To find it one takes (2.6) from which we have
This is a typical partial differential equation that determines HS field Z-dependence. Terms on the r.h.s. are originated from already given lower order contributions. Freedom in solutions to such equations corresponds to the gauge and field redefinition freedom. A natural way of solving equation
with d Z J = 0 is by the homotopy trick. The simplest choice of the homotopy operator for the exterior differential d Z is
In this case
Introducing the almost inverse operator
and the resolution operator
gives the resolution of identity
where h Q is the following projector to the cohomology space
Resolution of identity allows one to write a particular solution to (2.25) in the form
provided that h Q J = 0 which condition is always true since J(Z; Y ; θ) in (2.25) is at least linear in θ A . General solution to (2.25) therefore has the form
where h(Y ) is in d Z -cohomology while the last term is d Z -exact. Clearly, solutions (2.33) with different homotopy parameters Q 1 and Q 2 can differ by a solution to the homogeneous equation, i.e., The choice of Q = 0 corresponds to the conventional homotopy operator used in [1] . As explained below homotopies with non-zero shifts Q play important role in higher orders.
Proceeding further with the conventional resolution we solve (2.24) and proceed to (2.4) that determines Z-dependence of W 1
where . To obtain first-order form of (1.2) one plugs
First-order form of (1.1) results from the substitution of (2.36) into (2.3)
This way one finds linear contribution to Υ(ω, ω, C) at ω = Ω having the form [30] 
Higher order interactions can be extracted analogously. The resulting vertices in (1.1), (1.2) are manifestly HS gauge covariant. A systematic analysis of perturbation series based on conventional homotopy was elaborated in [40] (see also [41] ).
It turns out however that starting from Υ(Ω, C, C) application of conventional homotopy results in infinite derivative tail and is not consistent with locality. It was first observed in [19] that boundary correlation functions resulting from such a vertex diverge. Later it was shown [32] that there is a field redefinition that respects the holomorphic factorization properties of the solution, making this vertex local and consistent with holographic limit [34, 35] .
This fact suggests that by considering a wider class of homotopy operators for perturbative series one may hope to construct spin local or minimally non-local HS interactions. In what follows we elaborate some details of this programme.
3 Homotopies and star product
Shifted homotopies
In this section we analyze properties of shifted resolution operators △ Q (2.30) starting with those insensitive to the range of indices of the variables Z A , Y A , θ A .
General relations
Operators △ P and △ Q anticommute,
Indeed, by virtue of (2.30),
where
Using that
since f AB = −f BA and changing the integration variables
2) can be rewritten in the form
Formula (3.5) admits a neat generalization for successive resolution operators
Also note that due to (2.32)
meaning that h P △ Qn . . . △ Q 1 is totally antisymmetric in indices P , Q j . In particular,
which has a consequence
Other useful relations are
and the consequence of resolution of identity (2.31)
In general in solving (2.25) one is not confined to a particular shift Q in resolution operator △ Q . Properly normalized linear combination also gives a solution to (2.25) . One can take integrals over shift parameters
with the normalization condition dQρ(Q) = 1 . (3.13)
Two-component relations
Now we restrict indicies of Z A , Y A , θ A variables to take only two values
14)
The respective shifts will be denoted by lower case Latin letters. In this case formulas (3.6), (3.7) give
From (3.16) it follows in particular that
Applying (3.15), (3.16) to γ one finds
Note that in accordance with (3.1) the prefactor in (3.18) is antisymmetric in a, b while the exponential is symmetric. Analogously, the r.h.s. of (3.19) is totally antisymmetric in a, b, c. Also, from (3.19) it follows that
Let us also note that any homotopy containing y-shift leaves no effect on the exponential when applied to γ. Indeed, from (2.16) and (2.30) it follows that
as parameter α drops out from the exponential being present in prefactor. This property implies that the y-shifted homotopies do not affect locality at the order they are first applied. Note however that local field redefinition at a given order may affect the structure of higher-order non-local vertices. Finally, we need an identity that makes vertices (1.1) and (1.2) resulting from generating equations (2.3)-(2.7) manifestly z-independent. That this should be so is granted by consistency of (2.3)-(2.7). The precise mechanism responsible for z-cancellation is stored in identity resolution (2.31) which makes some combinations of shifted homotopies manifestly z-independent. A particularly useful relation of this type is 22) which is true for any homotopy parameters a, b, c, d. It can be proven as follows. First, using (3.11) along with
) with the aid of identity resolution (2.31) and using that △ a △ b △ c γ = 0 ∀a, b, c one obtains (3.22) . Eq. (3.22) says in particular that its l.h.s. is z-independent. Let us note that identity resolution (2.31) involves partial integration which makes direct check of (3.22) quite nontrivial. As a simple consequence of (3.22) at d = a one also finds
(3.23)
Star-exchange homotopy relations
One of the technical challenges in HS perturbation theory based on conventional homotopy is a permanent interplay between such seemingly unrelated operations as star product and homotopy integration. This interplay renders algebraic structures obscure and hinders one from constructing functional space that respects both operations. Remarkably shifted homotopies obey relations that link the two operations as we now show. These properties do not rely on particular range of indices of variables z, y, θ and we take them as being generic in this section. The same time we discard the right sector of dotted spinors that can be treated analogously. Shifted homotopy operators obey remarkable star-exchange relations with z-independent star-product elements. Namely, let us consider a homotopy action on a star product C(y; k) * φ(z, y; k; θ). Using (2.8) and (2.30) one can check that △ q+αy (C(y; k) * φ(z, y; k; θ)) = C(y; k) * △ q+(1−α)p+αy φ(z, y; k; θ) , (3.24) where q is a y-independent parameter and α is a number. We have also introduced the notation 25) where C(y; k) = C 1 (y) + C 2 (y)k. Note that p acts on the argument of the z-independent function only which in our case is C no matter if it appears on the left or on the right. The zindependence of C is crucial for (3.24) to take place. Let us stress also, that though C = C(y; k) depends on k, operator p α is defined to commute with k, [p α , k] = 0, and therefore is insensible to such dependence. Its action on C by our definition can be either written from left or right (3.25).
While it is not difficult to check (3.24) directly using (2.8) and (2.30), in doing so one encounters certain cancellations in star product computation that come along simultaneously both in the exponential and pre-exponential which may seem coincidental. Still, eq. (3.24) is not that surprising after all as can be seen from the following consideration. Suppose one is to solve the equation d z f = C(y; k) * φ(z, y; k; θ) (3.26)
with d Z -closed φ(z, y; k; θ). One way to do it is by using (2.30) which gives f =△ a (C(y; k) * φ(z, y; k; θ)) with some homotopy parameter a. On the other hand, since C(y; k) is zindependent and hence commutes with d z , one can solve (3.26) in the form f = C(y; k) * △ b φ(z, y; k; θ) with some other parameter b thus suggesting that a and b should be related. The precise relation is given by (3.24) . This reasoning makes it clear why C(y; k) should be zindependent to yield (3.24). Analogously, it can be shown that
Note that the additional sign factor (−1) ν is due to the definition (3.25) of the shift p as derivative over the total argument of C(y; k).
There are two special points α = ±1 related to the normal ordering of star-product variables y ± z. Right product (3.27) remains invariant for α = −1, whereas left one (3.24) for α = 1.
Since any perturbative correction depends on star products of the Z-independent fields ω(Y ; K) and C(Y ; K) using star-exchange formulas any perturbative result can be reduced to the form where shifted homotopy operators act only on the central two-form elements γ andγ (2.16). Since γ is central, one is able to calculate C * △ q γ →△ q ′ γ * C using for example (3.24) . Taking into account that γ is linear in k (analogously forγ) this results in the following rule △q γ * C(y; k) = C(y; k) * △q +2p γ ,q = q + αy .
(3.28) Formula (3.28) will be used steadily in our analysis of HS vertices. Analogously it is straightforward to check the following useful identities with y-independent q: h q+αy (C(y; k) * φ(z, y; k; θ)) = C(y; k) * h q+(1−α)p+αy φ(z, y; k; θ) , (3.29) h q+αy (φ(z, y; θ) * k ν * C(y; k)) = h q+(−1) ν (1+α)p+αy φ(z, y; θ) * k ν * C(y; k) . (3.30)
It should be stressed that formulae presented in this section heavily rely on the specific form of star product (2.8). An important consequence of our analysis is that the class of homotopies with shift parameters Q (2.26) linear in derivatives P A of the Z-independent fields C(Y ; K) and ω(Y ; K) and/or Y -variables, that obviously obey the Z-independence condition (2.27), remains closed under the star-product exchange formulas. It is this class of linear shifted homotopies that turns out to be most appropriate for the perturbative analysis of HS equations.
Lower-order vertices
The transition from one homotopy to another not only affects the gauge choice in the Zspace (i.e., d Z -exact terms) but also the cohomology representative as is most obvious from (2.35). The latter freedom encodes different choices of field variables. Hence, the proper choice of the homotopy operators can lead directly to the local result with no need of further field redefinitions. In the rest of this paper we demonstrate how this works in practice.
Using generalized resolutions (2.30) we can step away from conventional homotopy approach and reconsider perturbative analysis of (2. 
Υ(ω, ω, C) -vertex
At first order on AdS we know that conventional homotopy works fine reproducing canonical form (2.40) that identifies HS Weyl tensors with derivatives of HS potentials. We may now redo this analysis for generic ω thus reproducing the entire vertex Υ(ω, ω, C). Let us start with (2.24) from which we find
Here we made use of (3.24) . Recall that index p denotes differentiation (3.25) . From (2.4) we then have
Substituting here (4.1) and using
and (3.27) one gets
where t α acts on ω
To obtain Υ(ω, ω, C) it remains to plug (4.4) into (2.3) which after some elementary algebra making use of (3.23) and (3.9) gives
(4.9)
Carrying out star-product integration on the r.h.s. of (4.6) and using (3.19) we find
Here * denotes the star product with respect to the leftoverȳ variables and ∂ 1α and ∂ 2α are differentiations of first and second ω's correspondingly counted from left to right. Remarkable property of the obtained vertex is that all its structures contain only derivatives of C(0,ȳ; K) having no dependence on y in C(y,ȳ; K) at all. This fact is not accidental being a consequence of PLT as explained in the next section. Such a form of deformation effectively makes spin-s contribution from C finite component for any given ω. On AdS background, where ω = Ω (2.20), the vertex is given by (2.40) and contains ∂∂C(0,ȳ; K). Eqs. (4.11)-(4.13) generalize this property to cubic (quartic order in the Lagrangian nomenclature). A local vertex that contains at most a finite number of derivatives of C's at y = 0 we call ultra-local. While the locality of Υ(ω, ω, C) is granted in any perturbative scheme, the fact that it appears in a ultra-local form can be crucial for higher-order locality.
Classes of functions and Pffafian Locality Theorem
As already mentioned, at the level O(C 2 ) conventional homotopy leads to a non-local result for, say, Υ(Ω, C, C). The non-locality results from the application of the conventional homotopy for the reconstruction of the z-dependence of B field from (2.7) and upon substitution it to the physical sector equation (2.5) yields Υ(ω, C, C) which appears non-local even on AdS, i.e., at ω = Ω. The origin of this phenomenon is as follows. Suppose one solves for z-dependence of W and S using conventional homotopy all the way. This results in that star products S * S, W * W , W * S, S * W belong to one and the same class of functions found in [37] that we soon specify. Now, if one to solve for B using conventional homotopy then W * B, B * W , B * S, S * B belong to the same class of functions while B * γ does not. That is a product with inner Klein operator e izαy α ruins the aforementioned class of functions. A way out is to use different homotopy resolution (2.30) for B field. This turns out to be possible and leads to consistent classes of functions for both zero-forms and one-forms. The fact that oneforms are reconstructed using the conventional homotopy severely restricts homotopy choice for zero-form. More generally, in HS systems containing higher-rank differential forms as in [42] homotopy operators in perturbation theory are expected to be Z 2 -graded with respect to the rank of differential forms. The condition on homotopy in the zero-form sector is governed by PLT of [37] .
Here we sketch the Structure Lemma and PLT of [37] which prescribe classes of homotopies for one-and zero-form holomorphic sectors of HS equations (2.3)-(2.7). Remarkably, for these classes PLT reduces the degree of non-locality making the considered in this paper vertices manifestly local. Leaving the reader with [37] for details, we would like to illustrate the logic using the example of conventional homotopy.
Confining ourselves to the holomorphic sector, it is convenient to work with Taylor expanded fields ω(y) = ω(0)e y α ∂α and C(y) = C(0)e y α ∂α . Here and below in this section differentiation ∂ i α with respect to i th argument acts leftwise and commutes with k. Star-product (2.2) of two fields contains a factor e y α ∂ 1α * e y α ∂ 2α = e
with potentially nonlocal contribution e −i∂ α 1 ∂ 2α . Apart from star products, Eqs. (2.3)-(2.7) contain inner Klein operator e izαy α . Perturbative expansion includes also homotopy operator actions (2.30) involving both y's and ∂'s. All these building blocks together imply the following form for, say, O(C n ) perturbative contribution
where T , A i , B i and P ij depend on n homotopy integration parameters t 1 , . . . , t n . Star product of such two contributions of n-th and n ′ -th orders gives
A striking property of star product (2.8) which follows from (4.18)-(4.21) is as follows. Suppose one solves for field z-dependence using conventional homotopy all the way in perturbation then, as shown in [37] , coefficients τ , A, B and P satisfy 
the following conditions
should be imposed. Eqs. Another important fact shown in [37] is that Structure Lemma and, hence, PLT is respected by the d x differential which may have a nontrivial effect for shifted homotopies. The fact that shifted homotopies obeying conditions of PLT decrease the level of nonlocality follows from the Z-dominance Lemma proven in [37] .
At second order O(CC) the number of free parameters in (4.29) when solving for B is two. Condition (4.33) reduces it further to a one-parameter family
The resulting contribution based on homotopy (4.34) to the cubic vertex Υ(ω, C, C) turns out to be local generalizing the known cubic vertex Υ(Ω, C, C) in AdS 4 [32] . Moreover the oneparameter freedom (4.34) appears to be spurious dropping off from the final result as explained in section 4.3. We now analyze O(C 2 )-type vertices in more detail.
Υ(ω, C, C) -vertex
Let us start by sketching how (4.33) leads to correct local vertex Υ(Ω, C, C). To solve for B to the second order we take S 1 (4.1) giving
and from (2.7) have
We are ignoringη terms for brevity and * denotes the star product with respect to the right variablesȳα. Now we can solve for B 2 using shifted homotopy as follows
where v 1 and v 2 are some numbers. Imposing homotopy condition (4.34), after some algebra involving partial integration one can obtain
which turns out independent of the remaining parameter v 1 + v 2 . Here B loc 2η coincides with that found in [43] which is known to reproduce correct local Υ(Ω, C, C) in AdS background. Let us stress that our approach is free of any field redefinitions thanks to the proper homotopy choice leading directly to the local result. The resulting B 2 differs from B loc 2η by the second term on the r.h.s. of (4.41) which, containing no contractions between first arguments of the two factors of C, is local.
After this old fashion-style exercise we proceed to a more systematic analysis of the vertex Υ(ω, C, C). We want to obtain (1.2) up to terms quadratic in C. To do that one solves (2.7) up to this order. Namely, from (4.36) and (4.1) we have (ignoringη-terms)
Here p 1 and p 2 differentiate first and second C's correspondingly as seen from left. Its solution within some q-homotopy (2.30) reads
Postponing the analysis of the freedom associated with y-shifts in q till section 5 let us take q (4.40) (note that the difference in the position of △ q in (4.40) and (4.45) is equivalent to the shift v i → v i + 1 that, as shown below, does not affect the final result).
Using (3.11) and (2.31) along with the fact that △ a △ b △ c γ = 0 ∀a, b, c (4.45) gives
Thanks to (3.17), for q (4.40),
provided that v 2 − v 1 = 1 which is just the PLT condition. Thus, in this case the final result is independent of the remaining freedom in v 1,2 giving
As will be shown in the next section, these parameters however contribute in presence of ydependent shifts affecting local terms. In accordance with PLT of [37] B 2 (4.48) must result in the local vertex. Let us now analyse this in some more details. From (2.5) we have at given order
Substituting here B 2 = B q 2 (4.45) and W 1 from (4.4), after simple algebra using (3.28) and (3.22) one eventually finds
51)
To see if the r.h.s. of (4.50) is local or not, consider typical expression that appears there
where a 1,2 , b 1,2 and c 1,2 are some numbers. We discard the ω-factor and corresponding homotopy differentiation parameter t = −i∂ ω as it does not affect locality being at most polynomial in y's for a given spin. Now, C * C itself contains non-local contribution
which should be cancelled out by homotopy action (4.55). Performing star product in (4.55) using (3.18) and keeping track of the non-local part we find it to be (C * C) e
Due to integration over simplex (3.18) which cuts off τ 1 +τ 2 +τ 3 = 1, the exponential containing p
Let us stress that the remaining star product C * C ∼ e ip 1 αp 2α
does not imply non-locality. Indeed, since the vertex O(CC) is local in its holomorphic part the contribution from the anti-holomorphic one automatically terminates when restricted to given three spins s 1 , s 2 , s 3 .
It is easy to see now that all structures in (4.52)-(4.54) meet locality requirement (4.58) provided that (4.34) is true, i.e., the homotopy for B is taken within the class of functions (4.33) specified for zero-forms. This result is anticipated being in accordance with PLT of [37] stating that the Pfaffian matrix of derivatives must be degenerate for the proper class of homotopies. Being a 2 × 2 matrix for the terms bilinear in C this implies that it is zero.
Local structures (4.52)-(4.54) are independent of the leftover parameter (4.34). That results in
as is most easily seen by setting for instance v 2 = 1, v 1 = 0. It is straightforward to compute Υ(ω, C, C) = Υ ωCC + Υ CCω + Υ CωC (4.51) that enters (1.2) using (3.19) . The final result is
where ∂ 1,2 differentiates C's. The result generalizes local vertex Υ(Ω, C, C) obtained in [32] and remains local at cubic level. Relaxing (4.33) makes the corresponding vertex non-local.
Y -dependent shifts and local freedom
Perturbation theory based on generalized resolution (2.30) is shown to properly reproduce simplest local vertices (4.11)-(4.13) and (4.62)-(4.64). In this analysis the shift parameters q i of △ q i were linear combinations of derivatives ∂ i acting on the fields C and ω. The freedom in relative coefficients turned out to be constrained by locality implemented via PLT that keeps track of derivative shifts in homotopies (4.29) . Generally, however, one can add y-terms in q i as in, e.g., (3.21) . The effect they produce is local at given order and, naively, can be discarded.
Indeed, thanks to the star-product exchange formulas (3.24) and (3.27) the resolution operators (2.30) can be arranged to act on γ only. As a result, the y-contribution resides solely in the pre-exponential as in (3.21) . It should be stressed however that the freedom in local field redefinition may affect the structure of non-localities at higher orders. Therefore, we would like to control local y-shifts in (2.30) aiming at future higher-order application.
5.1 Uniform y-shift freedom of Υ(ω, ω, C)
In our analysis we have shown that standard approach based on the conventional homotopy used in (4.1) and (4.4) not only reproduces canonical form of the central on-mass-shell theorem but also leads to its ultra-local completion (4.11)-(4.13). Remarkably, there exists a one-parameter extension of the conventional homotopy that leaves vertex (4.11)-(4.13) unaffected.
To obtain it similarly to (4.1) and (4.2) taking into account (3.24) one can solve for S 1 and W 1 in the following form
1)
Homotopies, that contain one and the same coefficient in y-shifts (α in (5.1) and (5.2)), will be referred to as uniformly shifted. That (5.1) and (5. 
Uniform y-shift freedom of Υ(ω, C, C)
Consider now the second-order contribution to the zero-form sector of B using the α-modified uniform homotopies. Analogously to the one-form sector we can directly generalize (4.48) by the uniform y-shift. Choosing appropriately shifted homotopies from (5.1) and (4.36) we find Despite physical vertices Υ(ω, ω, C) and Υ(ω, C, C) go through the uniform homotopy deformation this is no longer so for higher-order vertices where such a homotopy freedom may affect locality. However the non-uniform shifts produce non-zero local effects in the lowest orders which is interesting to inspect. Let us examine the zero-form sector.
Non-uniform y-shift in B 2
In the previous section it was shown how shifted homotopy leads to the expression for B 2 that differs from the one from [43] by the Z-independent local term in (4.41) . Adding a y shift to the homotopy index it is possible to obtain the additional local term. Namely, starting from the general expression for B 2
we specify indexq in the formq
Coefficients in front of p 1 and p 2 are chosen to obey PLT condition (4.34) while α is free.
To proceed we use (3.18) whence it follows
By partial integration this yields
Therefore by virtue of (5.7) from (4.45) it follows forq (5.5)
As anticipated, the y-shift in △ q+αy does not affect the exponential and hence locality. As mentioned in section 4.3 the α-independent part B q 2 gives B 2 of [43] with the local extra term. Choosing appropriately q and α one can further simplify the extra term on the r.h.s. of (4.41). The two most interesting options are
In the case (5.9) the α-dependent terms from (5.8) can be rewritten in the following way
Straightforward computation of this expression gives
which yields by virtue of (4.41)
Analogously, in the case (5.10) the expression for B 2 can be written in the form
A natural choice for B 2 respecting the symmetry reversing the order of product factors is
Using shifted homotopy Ansatz we were not able to reproduce B loc 2η with no additional local terms. However the terms on the r .h.s.
′ s of (5.13) and (5.14) contributing to dynamical equations feature quasi ultra-local form, i.e., such that the argument of one of the factors of C is zero and there is at most a finite number of contractions between them.
Also note that in presence of the y-shift the final result does depend on v 1 +v 2 which freedom only affects local terms.
Conclusions
The important problem addressed in [37] and in this paper is the elaboration of the technical tools allowing to find a minimally nonlocal formulation of the HS theory and its further generalizations like those proposed recently in [44] . The main new tool consists of the application of the shifted homotopy techniques allowing to reduce the degree of nonlocality of HS vertices in accordance with the Pfaffian Locality Theorem (PLT) of [37] (see also Section 4.2). In this paper we have applied this approach to the analysis of some vertices in HS theory demonstrating that the shifted homotopy from the proper class identified in [37] leads directly to the known local vertices of [32, 44] with no need of nonlocal field redefinitions used in those references.
In this paper we develop perturbative approach to HS equations (2.3)-(2.7) based on shifted resolutions (2.30) △ q generalizing the conventional resolution △ 0 introduced in [1] that is known to render non-localities in cubic vertices [19] . Parameter q in its argument is any z-independent spinor variable (operator). The proposed homotopies drastically simplify the analysis of HS equations thanks to remarkable star-product exchange formulas (3.24), (3.27) found in this paper, which link together such seemingly unrelated operations as star product and homotopy integration. They reduce the analysis of HS equations to the analysis of structures built from combinations of resolutions △ a i acting on γ and their further star products, where γ is the central element (2.16) from HS equations. Though at higher orders these structures get more and more involved like
, etc, they remain the only ones 3 to be analyzed leading to enormous simplification of the perturbative analysis. The freedom in homotopy operator parameters reflects the freedom in the gauge choice and field redefinition of dynamical fields and therefore is tightly related to the locality problem. One of the key results of this paper is that PLT that constrains the homotopy freedom leaves one with the family of parameters resulting in Υ(ω, ω, C) and Υ(ω, C, C) being ultra-local and local correspondingly for an arbitrary HS connection ω. Our results can be summarized as follows.
• One of the major and simple results of the paper are star-product exchange formulas (3.24), (3.27 ) that relate shifted homotopies and the star product. The obtained expressions are largely rely on the form of the star product (2.8). By making it possible to interchange star product of HS fields with homotopy operation it shifts gears of the whole perturbation theory. The new setting reduces it eventually to the analysis of homotopies and their star products of the central elements γ andγ only. In particular, it allows one analyzing HS vertices in generic backgrounds.
• Using the notion of shifted homotopies [37] we have studied simplest HS vertices Υ(ω, ω, C) and Υ(ω, C, C). In doing so we have modified the standard perturbative approach that is based on the expansion around AdS background to the HS curvature C-expansion allowing one directly reproducing vertices in (1.1), (1.2) . From this point of view the found vertices represent cubic completion of Central on-shell theorem (2.40) and quadratic vertex Υ(Ω AdS , C, C). By analyzing homotopy parameter space we check explicitly that a subspace that renders dynamical equations local is that governed by the PLT.
• We have also briefly addressed the problem of local field redefinitions. Within the proposed generalized set of homotopies △ q there are two different kind of parameters encoded in q. One is the shift in derivatives over the arguments of fields C and ω and the other is just y's. The former crucially affect local structure of the resulting dynamical equations. We show that in agreement with PLT there is a family of shift parameters that make equations local. On the other hand, shifts q ∼ y at the lower level of perturbation theory are responsible for local effects remaining unconstrained by locality. It is important however to control local shifts as well as they can affect locality at higher orders.
In doing so we found a one-parameter family of homotopies consistent with the admissible class of [37] which while affecting HS master fields in their perturbative expansion provides the same dynamical equations. Particularly, this family respects Central on-shell theorem. That freedom is not expected to leave higher order vertices unaffected and therefore provides a one parametric control over higher-order structures.
Let us note that the analysis carried out in this paper is mostly focused on the holomorphic sector of the HS equations (at this level the anti-holomorphic sector is reproduced analogously). As such it can be directly used for analysis of 3d HS equations.
There are plenty of problems left outside the scope of the paper. Particularly, we have considered the simplest HS vertices governed by deformation of HS algebra. These turned out to be (ultra) local. Among those bilinear in C there is one, Υ(ω, ω, C, C), which we left aside. This vertex being sufficiently simple is crucial for HS locality as it contains structures typical for higher orders. Namely, unlike vertices considered in this paper it has star product of homotopy structures, e.g., △△ γ * △△ γ. It will be interesting to see whether it is local or not. What is known at this stage is that its reduction to AdS, Υ(Ω, Ω, C, C) should be local being a part of HS cubic vertex found in [33] . This does not necessarily imply that Υ(ω, ω, C, C) is local for general ω.
Another key test for (non-)locality is the Υ(ω, C, C, C) vertex. At the level of vertices considered in this paper the notions of space-time locality and spin locality from our analysis are equivalent. At higher orders however the two may essentially differ. Vertex Υ(ω, C, C, C) in this context is of particular interest given the result of [26] , where its AdS reduction was holographically analyzed for scalar quartic self-interaction. Interestingly, its space-time representation presumably is non-local but have non-locality of a specific form [29] .
Last but not the least, it will be interesting to understand the role of PLT at higher orders. At the level of vertices considered in our paper PLT prescribes unique (up to local redefinitions) form of HS vertices. Nonetheless this theorem looks so far as a crude estimate on exponential behavior in perturbation theory. What it says is that the class of homotopies in the one-form sector of HS equations is respected provided the zero-form homotopy sector is appropriately shifted (4.29), (4.33). The key observation was that the inner Klein operator present in HS equations breaks down the class of functions generated by star products along with homotopy action unless that breaking is taken into account by properly shifted homotopies in zero-form sector. Strikingly, this is what is needed to come up with local lower order vertices. PLT however says nothing about concrete values of homotopy coefficients in (4.29) other than single constraint (4.33). It will be interesting to see if PLT admits a generalization strong enough to fully control over admissible structure of higher order vertices.
The important current problem in HS theory is to understand to which extent it is local. If non-local then one should elaborate a proper substitute for the notion of locality (minimal non-locality), i.e. the admissible functional class that respects physical predictions be these HS correlation functions, black hole solutions, charges, etc. The study of systematic means for addressing these kind of questions is initiated in [37] and in this paper.
